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Principal—Linda Stanton
WELCOME
This handbook is designed to assist students and parents in planning programs and selecting subjects for
their Year 9 program. The subjects at Year 9 have been designed in such a way to provide a wide range of
opportunities across as many different subject areas as possible while also providing key knowledge and
skills for future years.
Mornington Secondary College provides students with comprehensive individual pathways which cater
to their individual differences. It is strongly recommended that parents take the time to discuss course
direction and long term goals with their children.
Subjects will only be offered where there are sufficient numbers to make up a class. The timetable enables Year 9 students to continue to build on their essential skills and knowledge across compulsory
subjects as well as thinking about what areas interest them and trying something new. It is important
that Year 9 students engage with the many, varied opportunities on offer to them.
Student course selection should be viewed in conjunction with personal commitment and the desire to
achieve one’s personal best. There is an expectation that students will demonstrate a responsible attitude to the education provided by the College. In the Middle School we expect a high level of personal
commitment to studies as well as to wider school programs, extra-curricular activities and compliance
with school policies.
At Mornington Secondary College we STRIVE for excellence - Support, Teamwork, Respect, Inspire, Value and Endeavour.
Our values, Achievement, Respect and Community underpin everything we do at Mornington Secondary College.

DARE TO DREAM, Audacter Astra Capesse
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Key Contacts for Course Selection Process & Subjects:
Denise Leggett
Assistant Principal, Year 7, 8 & 9
Denise.Leggett@education.vic.gov.au

Michael Parker
Assistant Principal, Wellbeing & Curriculum
Michael.Parker@education.vic.gov.au

Jim Papas
Assistant Principal, Year 10-12
Jim.Papas@education.vic.gov.au

Amanda Keen

Michelle Barnes

Timetable & Assessment Leader

Teaching & Learning Leader

Amanda.Jones@education.vic.gov.au

Michelle.Barnes@education.vic.gov.au

Jackie Lewis

Matt Mackinlay

Literacy Leader

Numeracy Leader

Jaclyn.Lewis@education.vic.gov.au

Matthew.Mackinlay@education.vic.gov.au

Lea Gilbert

Sacha Hose

Arts Curriculum Leader

English Curriculum Leader

Lea.Gilbert@education.vic.gov.au

Sacha.Hose@education.vic.gov.au

Kellie Nottle
Food Technology Curriculum Leader

Russell Fulton

Kellie.Nottle@education.vic.gov.au

Health & PE Curriculum Leader
Russell.Fulton@education.vic.gov.au

Morgan Maloney

Ayako Masuda

Humanities Curriculum Leader

Languages Curriculum Leader

Morgan.Maloney@education.vic.gov.au

Ayako.Masuda@education.vic.gov.au

Stacee Dobson

Brittany Kearney

Maths Curriculum Leader

Science Curriculum Leader

Stacee.Dobson@education.vic.gov.au

Brittany.Kearney@education.vic.gov.au

Lara Adams

Nikki Sheers

Technology Curriculum Leader

VCAL Curriculum Leader

Lara.Adams@education.vic.gov.au

Nikki.Sheers@education.vic.gov.au

Inspirational learning on the Mornington Peninsula
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Direct Contacts for Students & Families:
Students and their families should deal directly with their current Year Level Leader
and Coordinators for all matters relating to Course Selection. These staff know each
student well and are best placed to advise appropriate pathway information.
Adam Pirrie

Kim Rattue

Year 8 Team Leader
Adam.Pirrie@education.vic.gov.au

Year 8 Coordinator
Kim.Ratte@education.vic.gov.au

Sian Jones
Year 8 Coordinator
Sian.Jones@education.vic.gov.au

Michaeli Lyon

Teena Batenburg

Careers Coordinator

Careers Practitioner

Michaeli.Lyon@education.vic.gov.au

Elizaeth.VanBastenBatenburg@education.vic.gov.au

Inspirational learning on the Mornington Peninsula
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Quick Glance—Course Selection Timeline:
Date:

Event/Action:

Distributed Tuesday 13th July

Information Letter emailed home

Tuesday 20th July from 5pm
Tuesday 20th July from 5pm

Year 8 into 9 Course Information Evening
Year 8 into 9 Course Selection Book available for collection at Course Information Evening

Wednesday 21st July from 9am

Subject Pre-Selection Opens – Online

Friday 30th July (midnight)
DEADLINE

Subject Pre-Selection Closes – Online

From Week 6 onwards

College works on preparing 2022 courses

Week 7 Term 3 TBC

Year 8 into Year 9 Advanced English & Maths Panel confirm classes

To be advised

Course Confirmation & Fee Schedule

How to use this Guide—For students and families:
1.

Read all sections of this book carefully.

2.

Use the examples of a student timetable.

3.

Watch the Course Information videos ONLINE. You will find these on the college website.
The following videos will be available:

4.



The Course Selection Process explained by the Curriculum Leader



The Online Subject Selection program explained by the Timetable Leader



The Advanced English & Maths Selection Process by Numeracy & Literacy Leaders



The Curriculum area videos for the following Key Learning Areas:
The Arts

English

Food Technology

Health & PE

Humanities

Languages

Mathematics

Science

Technology

VCAL

Write down any questions you may have so you can either email or contact a teacher via
Teams to ask. Make sure you use the Key Contacts listed on the previous page as they will
be able to best answer your queries.
Inspirational learning on the Mornington Peninsula
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Careers @ Mornington:
At Mornington Secondary College we provide a high level careers program from Year 7 to 12. Staff, students and families are supported by an expert team of Career Practitioners who provide many significant
opportunities throughout a student’s time at the college. Some of these include Year 12 individual careers
meetings, managing VET programs, facilitating external work placements (Year 10 & VCAL), careers related incursions and excursions, My Career Insights , Morrisby assessments and interviews, My Career Portfolio (including Career Action Plans), My Career Exploration, VTAC application support, course selection
interviews and much more.

Career Targets
Also available on the Careers
webpage are links to Career
Bullseye Targets. If you click on
the Possible Career Pathway
links under each subject area in
this booklet you will be able to
see what careers might align
with that subject area. Or, to
see all of the 33 career targets
you can visit:
https://myfuture.edu.au/docs/default-source/career-bullseyes/myfuture_bullseyes_booklet_a2.pdf?
sfvrsn=2

Have you visited our Careers website?
Located at www.mornsccareers.com or by pressing the
Careers Page link in the Star drop down in Compass.
At school the Careers Office is located in the Year 12
Study Centre and is accessible by all students via the
external door facing the ST rooms. As the team are
very busy at peak times, students are encouraged to
make an appointment in advance to ensure they do
get to see someone in a timely manner.
You can meet the Careers Team on our college website in their video. You can also contact them using
the following email address: careers@mornsc.vic.edu.au
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Year 9 2022 Course Selection
Selecting a Year 9 Course
All students are required to undertake the following subjects:








English
Mathematics
Science
Humanities – History and Geography
Health
ONE Physical Education elective
TWO electives from different subject areas

All students are required to undertake the following subjects: English, Mathematics, Science, Humanities, Health Education and ONE Physical Education elective. The remaining TWO Electives MUST BE from
different subject areas (not including PE/Health).
*** Note: Students are exempt from the Health and PE Elective requirements if they are continuing a
Language, but it is strongly recommended they pick one or both of these. Language students must pick
their TWO Electives from different subject areas.
By enabling students to make personal decisions and pursue areas of interest, they are given the
chance to take greater responsibility for their education. Students and parents are advised to carefully
consider the program that is to be undertaken and thoroughly read the Subject Descriptions, their costs
and the course requirements before choosing subjects.

Languages
In view of changing global opportunities it is strongly recommended that students continue with their
Indonesian or Japanese studies.
We have a responsibility to ensure our students are Asia literate in both their cultural understandings
and language skills. Like Australia, countries across the globe are making major investments in Asia and
knowledge and skills of this region are vital to international competitiveness.
Language studies:
Develop deeper knowledge and understanding about Asia and regional cultures.
Develop language skills, knowledge and fluency.
Focus on reading, writing, listening and speaking.
Promote social cohesion, boost economic cooperation and address global issues.
Study Tours: To enhance student language and cultural understandings, study tours to Indonesia
and Japan are available.. **(pending COVID-19 restrictions)
Inspirational learning on the Mornington Peninsula
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Use this planning guide to assist you with Subject Selection Online

If Language is continued
Weekly

4 periods

4 periods

3 Periods

3 Periods

3 Periods

3 Periods

Semester 1

English

Maths

Science

History

Language

(Elective 1)

Semester 2

English

Maths

Science

Geography

Language

(Elective 2)

If Language is not continued
Weekly

4 periods

4 periods

3 Periods

3 Periods

3 Periods

3 Periods

Semester 1

English

Maths

Science

History

Health

(Elective 1)

Semester 2

English

Maths

Science

Geography

PE Elective

(Elective 2)

ALL STUDENTS ARE TO PICK 3 RESERVE ELECTIVE SUBJECTS WHEN SUBMITTING
THEIR SUBJECTS ONLINE.
Please refer to the COURSE INFORMATION page of the school website where you
can view video’s on the Course Selection Process as well as details from each subject area about the electives offered in Year 9.
http://www.mornsc.vic.edu.au/page/252/Course-Selection
Please note: Subject costs are indicative at the time of publishing. You can view these indicative costs at the back of
this book. Final costings must be presented to School Council and ratified before final publishing.

Inspirational learning on the Mornington Peninsula
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Entry Process for Advanced English and Maths:
Students in any English or Maths class in their respective year levels will be undertaking the
same curriculum as prescribed by the Victorian Curriculum F-10 guidelines.
In Year 8, 9 and 10 we offer an Advanced English and an Advanced Maths subject. These subjects are designed to cater for students who qualify in the top 10% or above in the year level.
Students in Advanced classes can expect to complete the same Performance Tasks and
testing to enable teacher planning and comparison with the cohort to ensure high performance is nurtured and continued during a student’s time in the class.

The process for entry into the Advanced English or Advanced Maths course is as
follows:
1.
2.

3.

4.

Students are able to select Advanced English or Advanced Maths by selecting the subject in Edval
Students who have not previously been in Advanced English or Advanced Maths are
able to select this course, however it does not mean an automatic entry into the subject
A panel will assess the suitability of all students who select this subject using the following selection criterion:
 The student has demonstrated advanced results in PAT testing, NAPLAN and Victorian Curriculum, as well as, any other relevant testing source
 The student has consistently demonstrated a high level of achievement in Year 8
English or Maths with 80% and above (Distinction average) for assessed tasks
 The student has excellent organizational and time management skills, as well as, a
high attendance rate for the current year as evidenced in Compass Learning Tasks,
Semester 1 Report and Attendance
The student’s GPA (Progress Checks) reflect appropriate learning behaviours, with a
minimum score of 3.0, to deal with the demands of the subject .

There is no separate application, interview or entrance exam. Prospective students may be
asked to complete a 300 word statement outlining their passion for the subject. A panel will
be formed to assess the suitability of each student for the subject. All decisions will be final.
Both successful and unsuccessful applicants will be notified by email.
Further details regarding the Accelerated Mathematics and English program can be found by
watching the video on our school website;
http://www.mornsc.vic.edu.au/page/252/Course-Selection
Inspirational learning on the Mornington Peninsula
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Year 9 2022—Subject List:

Year 9 Compulsory Subjects
*All Year 9 Compulsory Subjects for a full year or two (2) semesters.

English
Standard
OR
Advanced

Maths
Standard
OR
Advanced

Science

Humanities
History
Geography

Health
(1 semester)

(1 semester each)

Year 9 Elective Subjects
*All Year 9 Elective Subjects are for one (1) semester only, unless stated otherwise.

Arts
Contemporary Art Practice
Performing Arts
Visual Arts

Food Technology
Café Catering 9
Fantastic Fast Foods

Languages
Indonesian 9
Japanese 9
(2 semesters/full year
elective)

Health and Physical
Education
Mind, Body and Movement
Sports and Recreation
Sports Coaching
Team Sports

Technology
Architecture and 3D Modelling
Creative Textiles
Robotics & Electronics
Multi-material Products—
Wood & Acrylic)

Inspirational learning on the Mornington Peninsula
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English 9:

Compulsory

At Year 9, skills in English are consolidated and extended. Students read and view a wide variety of texts and complete activities designed to improve their literacy. They are immersed in
the ideas and literature of particular contexts to help inspire the creation of their own texts.
They also study a range of texts in depth; learn how to deconstruct and interpret literature
and to justify these interpretations with evidence.
The year culminates in a formal presentation in which students must work in teams and tailor
their language to an adult audience, encouraging them to develop maturity within their spoken language and their interpersonal communication.
Students will learn:






To explore how meaning is created in a text
To consider the similarities and differences between texts, developing awareness that some
features are specific to texts, while others are similar across texts
The conventions of oral presentations including intonation, stress, rhythm, pitch, timing,
volume, gesture and eye contact
Develop sound arguments using logic and reasoning, and detect bias and faulty reasoning in
the arguments of others
Draft, review, edit and refine analytical responses and texts that present an argument, making choices about features of texts and using feedback gained from individual reflection,
and peer and teacher comments

Assessment:







Creative Response and Written Explanation
Analysis of Argument in others writing
Oral Presentation on a selected point of view
Text Analysis of literary text
Comparative Analysis of film and text
Semester Exams

Students must choose
either English OR
Advanced English.

Year 9

Year 10

VCE Pathway

Possible Career Pathway

English

English

English, English Language, Literature

English

Inspirational learning on the Mornington Peninsula
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Advanced English 9:

Compulsory

At Year 9, students will be selected to complete an Advanced English course in preparation for
the Year 10 Advanced English and VCE English group of subjects; English, Literature and English Language, instead of mainstream English offered at Year 10.
Entry into Advanced English is through a selection process which may include; Performance
task data, PAT-R results, entrance exam, as well as teacher recommendation. Students have
to be deemed to have the capacity and capability to meet the demands of the course.
It is expected that students will engage in more difficult texts to explore moral, psychological
and social issues. They will examine how structure and narrative style contribute to understanding of texts. Students will write analytically and creatively in response to texts studied,
they will also be encouraged to present and justify their own points of view.
In this course, students will develop their language skills both orally and in writing.
Students will learn:






To explore how meaning is created in a text
To consider the similarities and differences between texts, developing awareness that some
features are specific to texts, while others are similar across texts
The conventions of oral presentations including intonation, stress, rhythm, pitch, timing,
volume, gesture and eye contact
Develop sound arguments using logic and reasoning, and detect bias and faulty reasoning in
the arguments of others
Draft, review, edit and refine analytical responses and texts that present an argument, making choices about features of texts and using feedback gained from individual reflection,
and peer and teacher comments

Assessment:







Creative Response and Written Explanation
Analysis of Argument in others writing
Oral Presentation on a selected point of view
Text Analysis of literary text
Comparative Analysis of film and text
Semester Exams

Students must choose
either English OR
Advanced English.

Please note: Entry into Advanced English is through a selection process outlined on Page 10.

Year 9

Year 10

VCE Pathway

Possible Career Pathway

Advanced

Advanced

English, English Language, Literature

English

Inspirational learning on the Mornington Peninsula
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Mathematics 9:

Compulsory

In Year 9 students will continue to develop their mathematical skills and knowledge by studying three key content areas: Number and Algebra, Measurement and Geometry and Statistics
and Probability.
Students explore Indices, Ratio, Measurement, Probability, Graphs, Trigonometry and Statistics. They apply mathematics in each area and engage in classroom activities that strengthen
conceptual understanding and develop logical reasoning.
Students will require a scientific calculator for this subject (TI-30XB recommended).
Students will learn:








To solve problems by representing probabilities in various ways and applying concepts of
conditional probability and independence of events
Algebraic techniques that allow them to expand and simplify expressions. Students will
also solve equations, inequalities and simultaneous equations with and without technology. They also learn to associate equations, tables and graphs
To calculate surface area and volume of a range of objects and how to prove similarity
and congruence. Students also apply Pythagoras’s theorem and trigonometry ratios to
solve practical problems
How to analyse data using a variety of summary statistics and graphical displays. They also explore associations between two variables and discuss claims made using statistics in
the media

Assessment:





Measurement application task
Probability problem solving task
Formal Topic Assessments
Semester Exams

Students must choose
either Maths OR
Advanced Maths.

Year 9

Year 10

VCE Pathway

Possible Career Pathway

Mathematics

Mathematics

Maths Methods, General Maths

Maths

Inspirational learning on the Mornington Peninsula
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Advanced Mathematics 9:

Compulsory

In Year 9 Advanced Mathematics, students will complete an in depth study of the three strands
of the Mathematics curriculum: Number & Algebra, Measurement & Geometry, and Statistics &
Probability. Advanced Mathematics places particular emphasis on developing high order mathematical reasoning skills in students.
Students explore Indices, Ratio, Measurement, Probability, Graphs, Trigonometry, and Statistics. They apply Mathematics in each area and engage in classroom activities that strengthen
conceptual understanding and develop logical reasoning. Students will require a scientific calculator for this subject (TI-30XB recommended).
Students will require a scientific calculator (TI-30XB) or CAS calculator (TI-Nspire). Students who
intend to study VCE Mathematics should purchase a TI-Nspire CAS calculator.
Students will learn:








To define rational and irrational numbers and perform operations with surds and fractional indices.
They will also apply the laws of logarithms and investigate logarithmic scales in measurement
To solve problems by representing probabilities in various ways and applying concepts of conditional probability and independence of events
Algebraic techniques that allow them to expand and factorise complex expressions. Students will
also solve higher order equations, inequalities and simultaneous equations with and without technology. They will also describe, interpret and sketch parabolas, hyperbolas, circles & exponential
functions
To calculate surface area and volume of a range of three dimensional objects and how to prove
similarity and congruence. Students also apply Pythagoras’s theorem in three dimensional objects and extend trigonometry to solve practical problems in non-right angled triangles
To analyse data using a variety of summary statistics and graphical displays. They also explore using
technology, the strength of associations in bivariate analysis and discuss claims made using statistics in the media

Assessment:





Students must choose

Measurement application task
Probability problem solving task
Formal Topic Assessments
Semester Exams

either Maths OR
Advanced Maths.

Please note: Entry into Advanced English is through a selection process outlined on Page 10.

Year 9

Year 10

VCE Pathway

Advanced

Advanced

Mathematics

Mathematics

Maths Methods, General
Maths

Possible Career Pathway
Maths

Inspirational learning on the Mornington Peninsula
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History :

Compulsory

Within this unit students will examine factors that shaped the modern world and covers the period
from 1750-1918. It focuses on the changes brought on by the Industrial Revolution and events that
shaped Australia during this period culminating in an in-depth look at World War 1. Students will also
examine the ways political parties, interest groups, media and individuals can influence government
and decision making processes. They investigate the features and principles of Australia’s court system, including its role in applying and interpreting Australian law.
Assesment:
Students will be expected to complete performance tasks for each unit. Assignments and assessments
will vary in nature and include:

Essays

research reports

Oral and digital presentations

Field Work
Year 9

Year 10

History

Humanities

VCE Pathway

Possible Career Pathway

Geography, History, Legal Studies,

Business Studies, Economics,

Accounting, Business Manage-

Geography, History, Retail

Geography:

Compulsory

This unit has two areas of study. ‘Biomes and food security’ investigates food production, finite resources
and the future challenges we face as the world’s population grows. ‘Geographies of interconnections’ will
help students develop an understanding of how transport, trade and communication technologies have
made the world increasingly interconnected. Students will also explore how economies operate in different parts of the world and how global interconnectedness is drastically changing the workplace.

Assessment:
Students will be expected to complete performance tasks for each unit. Assignments and assessments
will vary in nature and include:

Essays

research reports

Oral and digital presentations

Field Work

Year 9

Year 10

Geography

Humanities

VCE Pathway

Possible Career Pathway

Geography, History, Legal Studies,

Business Studies, Economics,

Accounting, Business Management

Geography, History, Retail

Inspirational learning on the Mornington Peninsula
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Science 9:

Compulsory

Science is designed to provide students with a background and base of key scientific ideas, skills and content knowledge. BKE IS WRITIING SOME MORE BLURB Students will also learn key skills used to approach
situations with the scientific method.

Students will learn:

Genetics

Chemistry

Plate Tectonics

Body Systems
Assessment:

Topic Tests

Practical Reports

Research Tasks

Year 9

Year 10

Science

Science

VCE Pathway

Possible Career Pathway

Biology, Physics, Psychology,

Biology, Chemistry, Environmental Science

Chemistry

Health Education — Essentials 9:

Compulsory

This unit investigates the emotional, social and physical wellbeing of adolescence. The unit incorporates an understanding of Health topics. This course will equip students with knowledge and skills to
identify health issues, develop positive coping strategies and develop respectful relationships with
others. Students can expect incursions that include: Yoga and Safe Use of Social Media.
Students will learn:






Personal Identity and Personal Strengths
Food and Nutrition
Mental Health and Wellbeing, including stress management
Alcohol and Other Drugs
Sexuality and Relationships with a focus on building respectful relationships
Assessment:





Mental Health Test
Food & Nutrition: Diet related condition research task
Alcohol & Other Drugs Presentation
End of semester exam covering all topics

Year 9
Health Education

Year 10

VCE Pathway

Possible Career Pathway

Health & Human

Health & Human

Health,

Development

Development

Community Services

Inspirational learning on the Mornington Peninsula
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Contemporary Art Practice 9:

Art Elective

Learning in Art Technologies involves students engaging with varied art making processes and crossdisciplinary art forms to create artworks. Student will interact with a range of art making technologies,
materials and techniques, both contemporary and traditional. They will experiment with processes in
a range of forms and styles. Students learn to reflect critically on their own and others’ art experiences
and evaluate various artworks from different cultures and contexts.

Students will learn:


To use art processes to create mixed media artworks.
By experimenting with various art making methods using a variety of technologies
Student will learn how their artworks can be viewed by others and how this can be manipulated
To appreciate and analyse artworks from different cultural contexts





Assessment:


A portfolio of work consisting of finished artworks and documented processes
Year 9

VCE Pathway

Possible Career Pathway

Art, Studio Art, Media,

Art, Entertainment, Industrial
Art,

Year 10

Contemporary
Art Practice

Art
Visual Communications

Visual Art 9:

Art Elective

Students analyze and evaluate how artists communicate ideas and convey meaning in artworks.
Students identify the influences of other artists and analyze connections between techniques, processes and visual conventions in artworks to develop their own art practice. They select, and manipulate materials, techniques, processes, visual conventions and technologies to express ideas and viewpoints in their artworks.

Students will learn:

How to use the Art Process to develop artistic practice

To create a folio of work using a range of mediums and materials to express their artistic ideas

Learn how to effectively articulate their ideas and art practices through annotation

How to build Visual Literacy through the investigation and analysis of artists and their art
Assessment:
Year 9

Year 10

Visual Art

Studio Art

VCE Pathway

Possible Career Pathway

Art, Studio Art, Visual Communications

Art, Entertainment, Industrial
Art,

Inspirational learning on the Mornington Peninsula
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Performing Arts 9:


Art Elective

Students collaborate with their peers to devise, interpret and perform drama. They apply different performance styles and conventions to create meaningful performances. Expressive skills,
stagecraft and scripting are also used to explore different themes and present them to an audience.

Students will learn:


Expressive skills

Script-writing

Performance and presentation skills

Stagecraft

Drama styles from different cultures and time periods
Assessment:


Group performances
Character portfolio



Possible Career Pathway

Year 9

Year 10

VCE Pathway

Performing Arts

Performing Arts

Drama

Entertainment, Media Studies,
Performing Arts

Café Catering 9:

Food Technology Elective

Café Catering involves students creating various high quality dishes that are commonly found in cafes
and restaurants. This course will enable students to develop many café specific food preparation and
relating to current café trends, as well develop skills in evaluating the sensory
properties of these foods. Students will use the design process to plan a cake for a special occasion.

Students will learn:




The characteristics of food ingredients and using modern trends to optimise the quality of food
products
Cake making and decorating techniques
The impacts of food waste on the environment and sustainability

Assessment:




Research Assignment
Design Task
Production Test
Year 9

Year 10

VCE Pathway

Possible Career Pathway

Café Catering

Food Studies

Food Studies

Food Studies, Hospitality, Home Economics

Inspirational learning on the Mornington Peninsula
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Fantastic Fast Foods 9:

Food Technology Elective

Fantastic Fast Foods will allow students to develop practical skills in modifying recipes and producing
healthy versions of common takeaway foods. Students will use the design process to plan and prepare
foods according to a set design brief, as well as considering the causes of and solutions to global food
insecurity.
Students will learn:





The safe and appropriate use of tools and equipment in the kitchen
The science of food
How to use the design process to plan and prepare for food products.
The factors that influence global food security.

Assessment:





Written Test
Research Assignment
Design Task
Production Test
Year 9

Fantastic Fast
Foods

Year 10

VCE Pathway

Possible Career Pathway

Food Studies

Food Studies

Food Studies, Hospitality, Home Economics

Mind, Body and Movement 9:

HPE Elective

In Mind, Body and Movement students will explore a holistic approach to their health. They will understand how their mind and body and movement intertwines through a variety of avenues. Activities include yoga, pilates, barre, dance and mindfulness.

Students will learn:



The importance of movement and its relationship with a healthy lifestyle
Building confidence, communication skills and leadership through participating in a diverse
range of activities

Assessment:



Peer Teach
Research Task
Year 9
Mind, Body &
Movement

Year 10
Performing Arts
Health & Human
Development

VCE Pathway
Drama, Health & Human

Possible Career Pathway
Health, Community Services

Development

Inspirational learning on the Mornington Peninsula
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Indonesian 9: (Full year only)

Language Elective

Students engage in a variety of skills sets to improve their listening, reading, writing and grammar understanding of the Indonesian language. Students use peer teaching techniques, create posters and
scripts for oral presentations and further their cultural understanding of Indonesia through the use of
ICT in the classroom.
Students will learn:






Revision from year 7 and 8
Sport and Entertainment
Our Environment
Going on Holiday
Celebrations and Ceremonies.

Assessment:



Listening & Speaking Skills
Reading & Writing Skills

Year 9

Prerequisite: Indonesian Year 7 and 8

Inspirational
learning on
Mornington Peninsula
Year 10
VCEthe
Pathway
Possible Career Pathway

Indonesian

Indonesian

Indonesian Second Language

Japanese 9: (Full year only)

Languages

Language Elective

Students work towards building and consolidating their Japanese cultural and language understanding
through the use of ICT and variety of texts as well as a strong emphasis on grammatical structures and
everyday communication skills. There is also an opportunity for students to travel to Japan to improve
their language and cultural understanding in future.
Students will learn:




Various Japanese characters including Hiragana, Katakana and Kanji characters.
Life and cultural differences in Japan including: a daily life in Japan, traditional housings and architectures, Japanese schools, seasons, shopping and restaurant experiences.
Intermediate grammar uses and associated vocabulary in Japanese language.

Assessment:
Students will complete assessments in a variety of forms to demonstrate the follow skills:





Listening Skills
Reading Skills
Writing Skills
Speaking Skills

Prerequisite: Japanese Year 7 and 8

Year 9

Year 10

VCE Pathway

Possible Career Pathway

Japanese

Japanese

Japanese Second Language

Languages

Inspirational learning on the Mornington Peninsula
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Sports Coaching 9:

HPE Elective

Focuses on developing coaching, communication and leadership skills in sports coaching contexts.
Emphasis on planning/participating in various sport sessions, organizing equipment and running
coaching sessions. Students involved in coaching younger students in various sports and in the coaching of each other.
Students will learn:

Skills and attributes of effective coaching

Designing and implementing an effective coaching/training session

Delivering Coaching sessions and reflection on these sessions

Skill Acquisition, stages of learning a skill and types of physical skills
Assessment:

Ongoing practical coaching and reflections

Characteristics of a good sports coach essay

Portfolio of evidence of coaching experience

Video analysis peer teach reflection task
Year 9

Year 10

VCE Pathway

Possible Career Pathway

Sports Coaching

Sport Education

Physical Education

Physical Education

Team Sports 9:

HPE Elective

Students engage in a variety of team sports offered locally and internationally.

Students will learn:


Students investigate and apply methods of training specific to each team sport and design
and implement a training program to improve personal performance.
Investigate skills specific to each team sport and learn how to sequence a training session.
Develop an understanding of rules of a variety of team sports and how to apply them as game
official/referee.
Investigate current issues around team sports such as the use of performance enhancing substances.





Assessment:




Practical teamwork assessment
Team sport research
Investigate sporting facilities on the Mornington Peninsula

Year 9

Year 10

VCE Pathway

Possible Career Pathway

Team Sports

Sport Education

Physical Education

Physical Education
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Sport and Recreation 9:

HPE Elective

This course includes theoretical and practical components as an introduction to topics covered in VCE
Outdoor & Environmental Studies. Students will increase their leadership, teamwork and cooperation in
challenges.

Students will learn:




The importance of physical activity and its relationship with a healthy lifestyle
The role of the community in promoting physical activity
Building confidence, communication skills and leadership through participating in a diverse range
of recreational activities

Assessment:



An investigation into Physical activity across the lifespan
Ongoing portfolio designed to allow to students to analyse and critique the physical, mental and
social benefits of local recreational facilities on the Mornington Peninsula

Year 9

Year 10

VCE Pathway

Possible Career Pathway

Sport & Recreation

Sport Education

Physical Education

Physical Education

Inspirational learning on the Mornington Peninsula
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Architecture & 3D Modelling 9:

Technology Elective

Students will use 3D Computer Aided software to design a range of 3D models both on screen and in
physical form. This skills learned in this subject will be useful for those wanting to do Product Design
or Visual Communication at VCE level.
Students will learn:

How to use Adobe Illustrator in conjunction with the Laser cutter to design and develop a
range of structures that will be constructed into 3D forms.

How to use Fusion 360, a cutting edge 3D modeling program to use in conjunction with 3D
printers to develop a product that fulfills a specific need.

To explore the use of the Design Process to research and develop ideas prior to construction.

To present ideas in developmental stages in a range of technical drawings.
Assessment:

3D Design process presented in a folio.

Completed 3D model using the Laser cutter.

Completed 3D model using 3D Printing.

Year 9

Year 10

VCE Pathway

Possible Career Pathway

Architecture &
3D modelling

Innovative

Product Design & Technology

Metalwork & Engineering,

Design

VET Building & Construction

Construction

Creative Textiles 9:

Technology Elective

Students will learn:






A variety of decorative techniques to create their ideas. Student’s creativity will be encouraged
and explored, challenged and extended throughout the course.
A variety of construction techniques and processes such as felting, printing, laser cutting, embroidery and weaving to enable them to be successful at making soft furnishings, accessories,
clothing or sculptures.
How to structure a design folio with consideration to the design process.
Sustainability – Social, economic and environmental issues.

Assessment:



Design portfolio
Completed Soft Furnishing/Sculpture or Garment
Year 9
Creative
Textiles

Year 10
Textiles

VCE Pathway

Possible Career Pathway

Product Design & Technology—
Textiles

Textiles & Design, Industrial
Arts

Inspirational learning
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Robotics & Electronic Products 9:

Technology Elective

Students will learn about robotics and automation through practical application and will find innovative
solutions to real-world problems. This subject is an excellent stepping-stone from the work that students
have done in year 8. They will continue to develop their designing and problem-solving skills through
software modelling, prototyping and practical application whilst developing their knowledge of electronic
components and theory.
Students will learn:
About robotics and automation in modern society
About the growing problem of electronic waste
Graphical-based coding
C++ text-based programming language
Problem solving through following sequences and decision making
Critical and creative thinking skills
Assessment:
Practical outcomes
Research task
Design folio
Year 9
Robotics & Electronic Products

Year 10

VCE Pathway

Possible Career Pathway

Systems

Systems Engineering,

Electro-technology

Engineering

Product Design & Technology

Metalwork & Engineering

Multi-Media (Wood and Acrylic) 9:

Technology Elective

The Multi Materials course focuses on developing designing and manufacturing skills using a variety of different materials, including wood, metal and plastic. There is a particular focus on the use of
CAD/CAM which could involve using the laser cutter or 3D printer.
Students will learn:




A range of different designers and design movements to gain inspiration to develop a range of
creative design ideas.
Key design issues such as sustainability, product analysis, industrial manufacturing, and the
social, economic and environmental factors involved in producing an effective product.
Various manufacturing techniques which can be used with the different materials.

Assessment:

A design portfolio

Completed practical outcomes

Research tasks and Practical Outcomes
Year 9
Multi-media
(Wood & Acrylic)

Year 10

VCE Pathway

Possible Career Pathway

Innovative

Product Design &

Metalwork & Engineering,

Design

Technology

Construction
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Subject Costs:

Subject and Description

Excursion
Subject
Incursion
Cost
Costs
(including
(estimate
software)
only)

Advanced English

$45.00

Advanced Mathematics 9

$25.50

$25.50

Architecture and 3D Modelling $100.00

$100.00

Art **

$63.00

$15.00

Total

$30.00

$60.00

$93.00

Café Catering **

$131.00

$131.00

Creative Textiles **

$115.00

$115.00

Digital Art **

$88.00

$88.00

Electronics **

$140.00

$140.00

English

$44.00

Fantastic Fast Food **
Geography

$15.00

$131.00

$131.00
$40.00

$53.00

Health

$8.00

$25.00

$33.00

History

$13.00

Indonesian

$17.00

$35.00

$52.00

Japanese

$17.00

$35.00

$52.00

Mathematics 9

$25.50

Multi Material Product Design
**

$5.00

These subjects include high
material costs which you need to
be aware of prior to course
selection.

$59.00

$13.00

Mind, Body and Movement

Please note: All costs provided
are indicative only and are based
on 2021 subject costs. An
updated fee schedule for 2022 will
be published in Term 3.
Excursions/incursions/camps can
be subject to change at any time.
High cost electives have an **.

$13.00

$25.50
$50.00

$132.50

$55.00
$132.50

Performing Art

$13.00

$30.00

$43.00

Science

$23.00

$20.00

$43.00

Sports and Recreation

$6.00

$150.00

$156.00

Sports Coaching

$8.00

$35.00

$43.00

Team Sports

$8.00

$25.00

$33.00

Booklist for 2022:
The booklist will be available
for order and purchase in
early Term 4 once course
confirmation has been
received.
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